The Intelligent Catalog and Data Sequestering Engine protects entrusted data
Identify  Sequester  Encrypt  Store
The Intelligent Catalog is the key to protecting your data lake

Congratulations, you have a data lake, and
you even have some successes using it

Are you protecting Customer’s data from hackers?
If it’s installed in your data lake you probably are not!!!

2016 was a record year for data breaches, the
number of exposed records exceeded 4.2 billion,
nearly four times the previous high.

Your Data Lake – Your Data Risks and Exposures

BigDataRevealed protects your data lake by ensuring that hackers can only get encrypted PII
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2016
was an interesting year for cyber-security. Aside from businesses (Yahoo, with 1.5
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exposed customer PII records), key organizations in government were attacked, including
the Democratic Caucus, the IRS, the NSA and the White House.
The digital economy depends on you protecting customer data as a key to conducting
commerce. If you use a data lake and store customer information in the data lake, it is of
paramount importance you prioritize the protection of PII data in your data lake. In this
short video, we would like to present our approach to protecting PII data in your data lake
from those intent on using your data for their benefit.

Your Data Lake – Your Data Risks and Exposures
We developed a Personal Identifying Information (PII) detection and sequestering capability to augment our one of a kind
Hadoop intelligent catalog because of recent issues reported by our partnering organizations and their concerns about the
security of their Hadoop environments.

We believe it is imperative this capability lives in the big data environment, and that any information identified as
being a candidate for sequestering be parked into an area with more strenuous security attributes than is
normally associated with big data. We invite you to challenge our approach, we believe that you will be very
happy to invest a small amount of your time to learn about this very critical capability.
Cyber-Security is no longer something that just your CIO worries about, it is a risk that deserves the attention of your risk
organization, particularly if you market services through digital interfaces like the web or mobile platforms or have sensors
like proximity beacons integrated into your network.

You do not want to learn that you were exposed in one of the national newspapers or through a visit from the
Federal Trade Commission or Securities and Exchange Commission.

BDR Architecture - Powered with Apache™ Hadoop®
( For the technicians, how we reside in the data lake )
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BigDataRevealed Data Discovery for Big Data Hadoop
BigDataRevealed Discovers and Isolates Personally Identifiable & Potentially Risky(Outlier/Anomaly) information/data in your Hadoop ecosystem!
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